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Abstract. Among many biometrics such as face, iris, fingerprint and
others, periocular region has the advantages over other biometrics be-
cause it is non-intrusive and serves as a balance between iris or eye
region (very stringent, small area) and the whole face region (very re-
laxed large area). Research have shown that this is the region which
does not get affected much because of various poses, aging, expression,
facial changes and other artifacts, which otherwise would change to a
large variation. This region can be captured using the similar setups
used for obtaining face and iris images. Active research has been car-
ried out on this topic since past few years due to its obvious advantages
over face and iris biometrics in unconstrained and uncooperative sce-
narios. Many researchers have explored periocular biometrics involving
both visible (VIS) and infra-red (IR) spectrum images. For a system to
work for 24/7 (such as in surveillance scenarios), the registration process
may depend on the day time VIS periocular images (or any mug shot
image) and the testing or recognition process may occur in the night
time involving only IR periocular images. This gives rise to a challenging
research problem called the cross-spectral matching of images where VIS
images are used for registration or as gallery images and IR images are
used for testing or recognition process and vice versa. After intensive
research of more than two decades on face and iris biometrics in cross-
spectral domain, a number of researchers have now focused their work
on matching heterogeneous (cross-spectral) periocular images. Though
a number of surveys have been made on existing periocular biometric
research, no study has been done on its cross-spectral aspect. This paper
analyses and reviews current state-of-the-art techniques in cross-spectral
periocular recognition including various methodologies, databases, their
protocols and current-state-of-the-art recognition performances.
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1 Introduction
Periocular region is a subset of the facial region which includes eyes as well as
the area in the vicinity of eyes. This includes regions such as eyes, eye lashes,
eyebrows and cheek or skin texture. Research work on person identification using
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periocular region got started ever since Park et al. investigated its benefits over
face and iris biometrics in [1] in the year 2009.
Person recognition using face requires the full face to be available at the time
of recognition. However, this never happens in practical surveillance scenarios
due to the occlusion by hairs, facial accessories and so on. Not only occlusion but
face biometrics also suffers from other major factors such as variation in pose,
expression, age, facial changes and improper illumination [2], [3], [4]. Performance
of face recognition degrades in presence of such artifacts and has been haunting
researchers from diverse areas of research for many decades [5]. [6] show cases
how a 10 year old kid’s face unlocks his mother’s iPhone X in a few minutes time
as his first attempt and justifies the fragility of face recognition technology and
also described here for other interesting applications [7]. Periocular biometrics
alleviates the challenges associated with face recognition. Not only face but iris
recognition also suffers from limitations such as requirement of images of very
high resolution and high user cooperation in order to perform well [8]. Whereas,
periocular recognition is less affected by such problems. Also, for iris recognition,
IR images are preferred over VIS images because of less changes by uneven
illumination, but, periocular biometrics performs well both in presence of IR
and VIS light images.
Cross-spectral biometrics refers to matching images of a person in two differ-
ent spectra. This means that during registration, only VIS (day time) images are
used and during testing or recognition, IR (night time) images are used and vice
versa. This finds enormous use in the field of advanced surveillance applications
where the query images are captured in a wavelength other than that of visible
light. A number of research works have been done on matching IR images with
VIS images and vice-versa. The IR images include images from near IR (NIR),
short-wave IR (SWIR), middle-wave IR (MWIR), and long-wave IR (LWIR)
range.
Fig. 1 shows the general block diagram of a recognition system used for
cross-spectral matching of periocular images. We have shown a case where the
gallery and probe consist of VIS images and an NIR image respectively. As can
be seen from the block diagram, the first step involved is called pre-processing
where the images are processed in order to mitigate the effect of illumination and
appearance variation present between them. One of the common pre-processing
step includes illumination normalization. The prepossessed images are then fed
to the feature extraction block in order to extract local or global descriptors. The
gallery and probe images are then compared against each other using distance
metrics in order to get normalized matching scores in a range of 0 to 1 where 0
means no match at all and 1 means a full match. The features can also be fed to
a classifier (e.g. support vector machine or SVM) in order to get the probability
of a probe image belonging to a particular class. Either the matching scores or
the probability scores can be compared with a threshold to finally determine
whether the probe is a genuine user or an imposter.
The performance of a biometric recognition system can be calculated in terms
of genuine acceptance rate (GAR), defined as the rate at which a system accepts
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Fig. 1. A general block diagram showing the steps involved in cross-spectral perioc-
ular recognition. Two examples of commonly used features in periocular recognition
are histogram of oriented gradients (HOG) based on the shape of edges and scale in-
variant feature transform (SIFT) feature based on key points in images. The dotted
region shows the general region where researchers would incorporate machine learning
algorithms.
a genuine user as genuine, false rejection rate (FRR), defined as the rate at which
the system rejects a genuine user considering it as imposter and false acceptance
rate (FAR), defined as the rate at which the system accepts an imposter as
genuine. Mathematically,
GAR =
TurePositive
TruePositive+ FalseNegative
(1)
FRR =
FalseNegative
TruePositive+ FalseNegative
(2)
FAR =
FalsePositive
FalsePositive+ TrueNegative
(3)
Higher FRR values let more genuine users rejected by the system whereas
higher FAR values let more imposter users access the system. Hence, it is required
that both error rates (FRR and FAR) be be as small as possible, with FAR values
must be smaller as compared to FRR values, in order to make the system more
secure.
In the existing literature, a number of surveys are available in the context
of periocular biometrics recognition [9], [10]. but there has not been any survey
done on cross-spectral periocular recognition. In this paper, we are the first to
present a survey on cross-spectral periocular recognition. The existing methods
and algorithms are presented in Section 2. Section 3 gives a detailed description
of the existing databases and Section 4 presents the conclusion and future work.
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2 Methodologies Used in Cross-spectral Periocular
Recognition
The problem of cross-spectral matching has been studied in the context of face
[11], [12], [13] and iris [14], [15], [16] biometrics. So far a few works have stud-
ied this problem in the context of periocular region. Research on cross-spectral
periocular recognition got attention ever since both Sharma et al. [17] and Cao
and Schmid [18] contributed their works in the year 2014.
Authors in [17] have proposed a method based on neural network based
learning in order to match the images belonging to VIS, NIR, and night vision
spectra. They have used two neural networks where each network learns weights
for a particular spectrum. The two learned networks are then combined and
trained on the cross-spectral images. Inputs to the neural networks are pyramid
of histogram of oriented gradients (PHOG) features extracted from the images.
A number of experiments have been performed on their home IIIT Delhi multi-
spectral periocular (IMP) database which is the first database that comprises
multi-spectral periocular images. In addition to that, the authors have compared
their proposed approach with the experimental results obtained from matching
images using four existing descriptors, where the PHOG descriptors outperforms
the existing descriptors. When both left and right periocular images are taken for
recognition, this method achieves GARs of 47.08%, 71.93%, and 48.21% at 1%
FAR for VIS-NIR, VIS-night vision and NIR-night vision matching respectively.
Cao and Schmid in [18] have proposed a method to evaluate cross-spectral
periocular recognition based on Gabor filtering followed by extraction of local
binary pattern (LBP) and generalized LBP (GLBP) features. The authors have
performed their experiments on three different face datasets comprising NIR,
SWIR, and MWIR images and at various standoff distances. The first dataset,
tactical imager for night/day extended-range surveillance (TINDERS), is com-
posed of VIS, NIR and SWIR images at two standoff distances (50m and 106m).
The pre-TINDERS dataset is composed of images from VIS and SWIR wave-
length acquired at a standoff distance of 1.5m. The third dataset, collected by
Pinellas Country Sheriff’s office (OPSC), is composed of color and MWIR images
at 1.5m distance. The authors have also compared the results of their proposed
approach with two other algorithms known as LBP and Gabor ordinal measures
(GOM). The highest reported accuracies obtained in terms of GAR values in
matching SWIR-VIS, NIR-VIS and MWIR-VIS periocular images are 0.75 at an
FAR of 0.01, 0.44 at an FAR of 0.1 and 0.35 at an FAR of 0.1 respectively.
Authors in [18] have extended their work in [19], and [20]. In [19], a study
involving partial face at short and long standoff distances is presented. The
whole face region is divided into three non-overlapping regions namely, (1) eyes
and nasal bridge, (2) nasal tip and cheeks and (3) mouth and chin and the
performance of each of these parts is evaluated. The additional experiments
involving partial face include covering two out of three parts of the face and
sequential covering of partial faces. The authors have performed a number of
experiments considering different standoff distances as well as different spectra
for each of these experiments. However, they have not presented the results
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in a tabular form in order to make the reader understand the purpose of their
experiments. Their results show that experiments involving eyes and nasal bridge
region achieve higher accuracies as compared to other two regions. Also the
sequential covering experiments show that the full face outperforms the partial
face regions.
In [20], a compound operator, termed as GWLH, that uses Gabor filtering
followed by fusion of three descriptors namely, Weber local descriptor (WLD),
LBP, and HOG is introduced. The authors have performed both verification
and identification experiments as well as considered the matching of VIS and
LWIR images. The GAR values obtained for verification experiments are 93.88%,
98.05%, 42.39% and 29.44% at an FAR of 0.1 for matching VIS gallery images
with SWIR, NIR, MWIR and LWIR images respectively. Similarly, the high-
est rank-1 identification rates obtained for matching VIS gallery images with
SWIR, NIR, MWIR and LWIR images are 68.75%, 70.31%, 5.58% and 8.09%
respectively. The proposed GWLH operator outperforms other existing opera-
tors except for the case of identification experiments for matching VIS-LWIR
images, where it achieves an accuracy of 5.78%.
Ramaiah and Kumar [21] have proposed a method based on Markov random
fields (MRFs) and three patch LBP (TPLBP) descriptor. The authors have
used exact pixel correspondences during image acquisition and synthesized NIR
image pixels from the corresponding VIS periocular images. Two variants of LBP
descriptors namely, three patch LBP (TPLBP) and four patch LBP (FLBP) are
then extracted from the images. The method has been evaluated on IMP and
PolyU dataset using both descriptors. TPLBP descriptor outperforms the FLBP
operator by achieving a GAR of 73.2% and 18.35% at 1% FAR on PolyU and
IMP database respectively.
Raja et al. [22] have proposed a method to match NIR (probe) and VIS
(gallery) periocular images using bank of statistical filters. They have first ex-
tracted binarized statistical image features from both gallery and probe images,
and then compared them by calculating χ2 distance between them. The com-
parison scores from all filters are then fused in order to get the final score. The
experiments are performed on their own cross-spectrum database consisting of
30 subjects where each subject consists of 8 sample images per eye instance
per spectrum. Their proposed scheme achieves a genuine match rate (GMR) of
96.40% at an false match rate (FMR) of 0.01%.
While the research in periocular biometrics had taken root in cross-spectral
scenario, Ana et al. [24] made it stronger by conducting a competition called
the first cross-spectrum iris or periocular recognition competition in 2016. The
paper also describes development of a new cross-spectral periocular database
consisting of both VIS and NIR images. An evaluation metric (GF2) involving
generalized false accept rate (GFAR) at generalized false reject rate (GFRR) of
1% is used in order to evaluate the performance of the submitted algorithms.
Two participants namely, HH from Halmstad University, Sweden and NTNU
from Norwegian Biometrics Laboratory, Norwegian University of Science and
Technology, Norway submitted their algorithms where one of the algorithms
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from HH, called HH1 obtained a GF2 error of 0.00% and thus achieved nearly
100% accuracy in periocular verification.
Inspired by the success of this work, the competition has been extended in
the year 2017 using an enlarged version of the Cross-eyed database [25]. This
paper includes 12 algorithms submitted by five teams namely, HH from Halm-
stad University, NTNU from Norwegian Biometrics Laboratory, IDIAP from
Switzerland, IIT Indore from India and Anonymous. Among the algorithms
submitted, HH1 method achieved the best accuracy by obtaining a GF2 value
of 0.74%.
Raja et al. [23] have addressed the problem of cross-spectral periocular ver-
ification using steerable pyramid features and a multi-class SVM classifier. The
authors have further performed fusion of decisions and scores obtained from
steerable pyramids at various scales. Their experiments on Cross-eyed database
achieved a GMR of 100% at an FMR of 0.01%.
Sushree et al. [26] have proposed an approach to match NIR and VIS pe-
riocular images using difference of Gaussian (DoG) filtering based illumination
normalization. HOG feature vectors are then extracted from the normalized im-
ages and matched using Cosine similarity metrics. Their method achieves GARs
of 25.03% and 83.12% at an FAR value of 0.1 on IMP and PolyU database re-
spectively using both left and right periocular images. The authors have also
compared their results with that of the well known LBP features and found out
that the HOG features outperforms the LBP operator for both databases.
As can be seen from the above discussion, the existing works have mostly
focused on general machine learning approaches involving feature extraction fol-
lowed by either matching or classifying these features using a classifier. The per-
formance on IMP database is very poor due to presence of poor quality images
in it, whereas experiments on Cross-eyed database produce very high accuracy
values as the images present in it are of very high quality. However, it can not be
assured that, algorithms, which achieve higher performance accuracies on this
database can be implemented in practical scenarios. PolyU cross-spectral iris
databases has achieved a maximum GAR value of 83.12% at an FAR value of
0.1. Further research in this direction should focus on increasing the recognition
accuracies of this database using advanced methods as well as on creating more
such databases pertaining to practical surveillance applications.
3 Cross-spectral Periocular Databases
There are a large number of methodologies available for periocular biometrics,
but very few number of databases are being designed for this purpose. Most
researchers have used face and iris databases, since periocular region is present
in such databases. The face databases used in periocular research mostly include
images in VIS range [27], [28] where the face regions are then cropped in order
to get the periocular images. However, the iris databases used for this purpose
include NIR images [29] where raw iris images are used. Some heterogeneous face
databases containing images in VIS, NIR and SWIR spectra have also been used
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in literature [18], [19] and [20], but, these databases are not publicly available.
Recently, some databases for cross-spectral periocular region have been made
public. This section describes these databases briefly, protocols used, their ad-
vantages and disadvantages. A summary of them is presented in Table 1. It not
only summarizes the publicly available databases used in cross-spectral research
but also lists the best accuracies obtained on each of them.
Table 1. Overview of Existing Cross-spectral Periocular Databases
Name
No. of
subjects
Illumination
No. of images
per subject
Size of images
Total no. of
Images
Best reported
performance
IMP [17]
(2014)
62
VIS
NIR
Night vision
5
10
5
301-by-601
640-by-480
540-by-640
1240
GAR of 47.08 %
at 1% FAR
PolyU [21]
(2016)
209
VIS
NIR
15
15
480-by-640
480-by-640
6270
GAR of 83.12%
at 10% FAR
Cross-eyed [24]
(2016)
120
VIS
NIR
8
8
800-by-900
800-by-900
3840 GF2 of 0.74%
3.1 IMP Database
The IMP [17] database contains periocular images captured in VIS, NIR and
night vision spectra. A total of 62 subjects, with 5 images captured in each
spectrum are present. The VIS and night vision images comprise both left and
right periocular regions whereas the NIR images contain separate images for left
and right periocular regions. Fig. 2 shows sample VIS and NIR periocular images
of two different subjects in this database. The VIS and night vision images have
dimensions of 301×601 pixels. On the other hand, each of the NIR images has a
dimension of 640×480 pixels. Therefore, a total of 1240 images are present with
310, 310, and 620 images from VIS, night vision and NIR spectra respectively.
The IMP dataset is claimed to be the first multi-spectral periocular dataset
which was made public in the year 2014. As can be seen from the figure, the
periocular images in NIR illumination are of very poor resolution which causes
degradation of the recognition performance of the VIS-NIR matching. For this
reason, the highest accuracy achieved till now is a GAR of 47.08% at 1% FAR.
3.2 PolyU Cross-spectral Iris Database
The PolyU cross-spectral iris database [16] consists of left and right periocular
images from 209 subjects in VIS and NIR spectra. This database contains 15
images per spectrum per subject thereby making the total number of images
to be 6270. Each of these images has a size of 640 × 480 pixels. Fig. 3 shows
the sample periocular images from PolyU database. This database contains the
highest number of subjects making it the largest periocular database existing in
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Fig. 2. Sample periocular images from IMP database [17].
the literature in heterogeneous domain. The appearance of VIS and NIR images
largely vary in terms of illumination and alignment.
Fig. 3. Sample periocular images from PolyU cross-spectra iris database [21].
3.3 Crosseyed Periocular Database
Like PolyU cross-spectral iris database, the Cross-eyed periocular database [24]
contains images of both left and right periocular regions in both VIS and NIR
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spectra. A total of 3840 images from 120 subjects with 16 images (8 images
from each region) per subject per spectrum are present in this database. Fig.
4 shows the sample images of a subject for left and right periocular regions in
VIS and NIR spectrum. The dimension of each of these images is of 800 × 900
pixels. As can be seen from the figure, the sclera regions are masked in order to
avoid the use of iris information while performing experiments for the periocular
recognition. Although acquired separately, left and right periocular images are
perfectly aligned. Due to these reasons, the recognition accuracies obtained in
this database is very high, however such a database is not useful while considering
practical scenarios.
Fig. 4. Sample periocular images from Cross-eyed periocular database [24].
4 Conclusion and Future Work
Practical surveillance applications require the acquisition of images in a wave-
length other than VIS light. However, installation of systems in order to recognize
individuals completely in those domains is nearly impossible as it is both time
and cost consuming. Hence, algorithms are required in order to match images
from different domain. Not only face and iris, but periocular recognition has also
been explored in the direction of cross-spectral matching due to its advantages
over face and iris biometrics. In this paper, a detailed overview of existing works
on cross-spectral periocular recognition has been given. In addition to this, some
insights are given into existing periocular databases on cross-spectral domain
which include images in VIS, NIR, and night vision spectra. However, the num-
ber of databases available publicly is very limited with very poor image quality.
A number of works have been done on this topic, focusing mostly on extracting
local and global feature descriptors from the pre-processed periocular images fol-
lowed by matching them using some distance metrics. The pre-processing blocks
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are mostly designed to alleviate the appearance differences between gallery and
probe images. Research works have also taken into consideration practical chal-
lenges such as long standoff distances and varying ranges of spectral bands.
Still the recognition accuracy of heterogeneous biometrics is some step behind,
especially for the case of IMP database [17].
This work is expected to provide insights into future research directions in
this area. To mention a few, researchers can explore advanced algorithms on
machine learning such as deep learning to improve the state-of-the-art accuracies
on existing challenging databases. Special attention can be given on developing
algorithms that can improve the performance of images with poor resolution and
improper alignment between images of different domain. Multimodal biometric
approach can also be utilized in order to increase the recognition accuracy of
individuals. In addition to that, more databases consisting of periocular images
in heterogeneous spectral bands can be developed with added challenges such as
varying standoff distances as well as varying spectral ranges.
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